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ABOUT US
THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY
“INTERPROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP TO 

PROMOTE HEALTH” STUDENTS OF 
UNIVERSIDAD CAMILO JOSÉ CELA”

Camilo José Cela University (UCJC) is one of the youngest and most modern universities in
Spain, with a free, independent and open spirit. Within its commitment to educational
quality, UCJC works to offer its students an education in which they feel motivated to learn
and think freely, developing a critical capacity and questioning what they have learned,
under an ethical and humanistic framework. The University is committed to training
professionals with an international spirit and a desire for knowledge

UCJC offers a polyhedral model, allowing, from a transversal and multidisciplinary
conception, that all students acquire knowledge beyond each specialty. All students,
regardless of the grade chosen, take subjects in this program each year in order to
incorporate perspectives and skills related to interaction, reasoning, solidarity, technology
and linguistics into their personal and professional development. The subjects studied in the
framework of this program are: Contemporary World, Critical Thinking, Digital Skills,
Entrepreneurship, Business English, Globalization, Cooperation and Sports Values. At the
same time, its pre-university course, Humanities, Sciences and Technology (HST) stands out.

Students from the subject “INTERPROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP TO PROMOTE HEALTH” in the
Nursing Degree have participated in this Hackaton and the process has been facilitated by
their teacher Jaime Barrio Cortes.
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CHALLENGE RESOLUTION
“What does today’s university need to be 
better? What 3 things should it keep, 3 things
should it add, and 3 things should it
eliminate?”

DEVELOP
potential solutions

DELIVER
solutions that work

DISCOVER
insight into the challenge

DEFINE
the area to focus upon
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DISCOVER
insight into
the problem

&

DEFINE
the areas to
focus upon

Write here the process you went through during these two 
first phases and the conclusions and reflections you came 
to. Explain the main need(s) identified. 

SWOT ANALYSIS

You can include here:

• Main conclusions of all the research you have done

• The most relevant data you have found

• Who is or are affected and who is or are involved?

• What needs are causing this/these problem(s) to remain 
unresolved?

• What would be the benefits of solving them?

• Why do we want to solve these problems?

(Remember to add relevant data to support and reinforce 
what you are saying!)

- Internships and practices.
- Digital resources.
- Motivated professional and mentors.
- Health promoting environment.
- Variet.
- Prestige.
- Possibility of change.

- Transformation.
- Transversality.
- Globalization.
- Job continuity and opportunities.
- Competitiveness.
- Volunteerism.
- Real changes.

- Burn-out.
- Lack of time.
- Exam–centered.
- Rigidity.
- Fear to changes.
- Inequities.
- Stagnation.
- Away from the work environment & real world.

- Modules.
- Vocational Training.
- Intrusism.
- Competition.
- Administration.
- Society.
- Finances.

“What does today’s university need to be better? What 3 things should it keep, 3 things should it add, and 3 things should it eliminate?”
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DEFINE

NEEDS SHEET

University adaptation to the real world

Theoretical – practice gap
Rigidity, paralysis and stagnation
Non-significant learning
Not preparing for the work environment

Students, Teachers, Organizations and Society.
Universities and work environments.
From 1st day starting with real activities and internships.

Students have a bad – incomplete training and preparation for working
in the real World within a natural enviroment.

Companies fail to harness the true potential and possibilities of
students and teachers in the normal functioning of the company.

Lack of Meaningful learning.
Excess of Theory and poor practices.
Subjects contain topics that did not correspond to usual practice.
Fear of not being truly prepared when entering at the working market after 
finishing the universities studies.

Better teaching, learning, training and skill/competences acquisition.
More preparation for the real World and future specialization.
Proximity, integration and continuity between teaching and practicing.
Greater preparation and confidence upon completion of studies.

To train better proffesionals and to improve teacher habilities.
To obtain better perfomance right after finishing the universities studies.
Less need to hire proffesionals as the students can replace and reinforce the 
work force and also the teachers join the work team of the company.

Need of a new 
education model
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potential solutions

DELIVER 
solutions that work
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Less
Theory

More 
Practice

Real 
Change

Meanigful
learning

Integration
study-work

Transversal
Knowledge

Real 
World

Collective
satisfaction

Innovative 
training

Empleability Life- work 
success

Prevention
of failure

Theorical-
practice gap

Co-working Sharing
spaces

Simulation

Proximity
University–

working place

Better
performance

Similar to
reality

Focus 
orientation

Cultivate
attitudes

Cultivate
skills

Competence

Digitalization Wellbeing Social
impact

Response 
to society

Different
education

model

Continuity Virtual 
approach

Presential
activitiy

Entrepreneurship
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BRAIN STORMING

PROXY-UNI

To integrate theory and practice in a new educational model
that changes the status quo of the universities and incorporates
students and teachers into the work environment.

This new proximity model merge university and real work enviroments,
allowing students and teachers to share spaces and to work side by side
with workers, breaking the gap between theory and practice. Also unite
the University within the companies, administration and businesses.

Universities (teachers and students) – Society.
Companies, administration and businesses.
Work activity.

TICs and wearables for the teaching and learning processes.
Robots and Holograms for training and simulating.
Virtual Campus for online teaching.

Better teaching and meaningful learning for the students of the future.
Integration into the real world from day one - training continuity.
Less college failure, more satisfaction.
Higher productivity, competitiveness and efficiency.

Knowledge and skills.
Empleability.
Results, Products.
Satisfaction.
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CHALLENGE 
RESOLUTION
“What does today’s university
need to be better? What 3 things
should it keep, 3 things should it
add, and 3 things should it
eliminate?”
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CHALLENGE 
RESOLUTION
“How can 
digitalization
transform the
current
educational
model?”

In this last section you should include how you have solved 
the proposed challenge.

Begin by explaining the storyboard as if it were a story:

• What problem(s) currently exist that weaken higher 
education?  No se enseña la realidad – Brecha
Teórica/Práctica

• What is currently being done to solve them?  Prácticas/ 
Simuladores / ECOES/ Juntar contenidos

• How do we think this can be solved? Desde el inicio más
parecido a la realidad – FP (practicas con teoria) – mas 
practicas y menos presentaciones de grupos –
roleplaying; mas cosas visuales

• What does our solution or proposal consist of? 

Asesoramiento técnicos, mentores.

• How are we improving the future of higher education?

• What benefits will we gain?

Having told the story of your proposal, finish by answering 
the challenge:

• Therefore, what does today's university need to be 
better?

• What 3 things should it keep,3 things should it add, and 
3 things should it eliminate?

• Prácticas.

• Mentores.

• Visuales

__________

• Metodo americano (menos examenes, mas tiempo de 
ocio, 

• Módulos transversales

• Wearables y dispositivos que faciliten la conexión con el
campus; streaming – apoyo al aprendizaje; grabar
actividad - .

• _________

• Metodo Bolonia (falta tiempo)

• Todo centrado examen -

• Valorar actividades – casos.

PROXY-UNI

Theoretical – practice gap
Rigidity and Stagnation
Non-significant learning
Not preparing for the work environment

Need of a new 
education model

Students, Teachers, Organizations and Society.
Universities and work environments.

Students have a bad – incomplete training and preparation for working
in the real World within a natural enviroment.

Companies fail to harness the true potential and possibilities of
students and teachers in the normal functioning of the company.

A new Education model: PROXY – UNI which merge university 
and real work environments bringing closer students, teachers, 
workers, companies and society.

Lack of Meaningful learning.
Excess of Theory and poor practices.
Subjects contain topics that did not correspond to usual practice.
Fear of not being truly prepared when entering at the working market after 
finishing the universities studies.

Better teaching, learning, training and skill/competences acquisition.
More preparation for the real World and future specialization.
Proximity, integration and continuity between teaching and practicing.
Greater preparation and confidence upon completion of studies.
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PROXY-UNI

This solution could take years to be implemented because
it supposes a new paradigm of teaching and working 
removing barriers between universities and companies

The proposed solution could grow exponencially in the
future, but it would require pilot studies in order to be 
implemented before the final escalation.

Yes, for this solution is essential the use of technologies such as 
TICs and wearables for the teaching and learning processes; 
Robots and Holograms for training and simulating and Virtual 
Campus for online teaching.

For this solution it would be necessary all the resources from
universities and companies because they will be merged all
together in order to create a shared teaching and working space.

These needs could be solved by sharing spaces and making the
students learning and working side by side in the companies with
teachers and workers. This could be possible if the University would
be within the companies, administration and businesses.
University needs to break the gap between theory and practice.

Keep: Internships and practices; Motivated teachers and mentors;
internationality and transversality.
Add: Health promoting environments; Bring the work world closer; More
digital resources.
Eliminate: Rigidity, Theory and Exam–centered models, Inequities.



FINAL CONCLUSIONS
THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION BY
“INTERPROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP TO 

PROMOTE HEALTH” STUDENTS OF 
UNIVERSIDAD CAMILO JOSÉ CELA”

There is a need of a new model of higher education which adapts to real world.

This new model should share a common space to integrate teaching and
working in order to break the gap between theory and practice.

Our PROXY-UNI model seeks to join all the different actors involved in the
Education process (Students - Teachers – Companies – Societies) to improve it.

This model will change the status quo and will merge university with
companies in order to allow the students to experiment everyday real life
situations in the different work environments.

A better teaching and learning process will benefit all the people involve with
more adquisition of skill/competences and preparation with real work
experience.

This new model will incorporate all the new technologies (TICs, wearables,
robots, holograms, virtual campus…) in order to facilitate a meaningful
learning and bring closer the education to the students.



YOU HAVE OFFICIALLY BECOME THE 
GLOBAL DESIGNERS OF THE DIGITAL 
EDUCATIONAL MODEL OF THE FUTURE.
CONGRATULATIONS!


